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A check global background check reviews

A-Check America or A-Check Global is one of the numerous job background check agencies you'll likely face during your job search. Find out who they are, what they do, and what rights do you have under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) Quick Links: False Information Reporting Reporting Errors What is A-Check
Global? A A-Check America, Inc. d/b/a A-Check Global was founded in 1998, and is headquartered in California. The company offers employment background screening services in the United States and internationally. It prides itself on operating using a customized single-point customer service model of contact, with a
workforce of 200 employees serving customers from all major industries. According to the A-Check Global website, it is a stable two-digit growth company with more than 3,000 employer customers and more than 12,000 system users. A-Global Check provides virtually all types of tracking and background checks using
the applicant's name, date of birth and social security number, including: County sex offender registration, state, national and federal criminal checks County and federal Civil Checks Global Watchlist Search National and International Employment Records and Education Personal Information Checks and Professional
Credit Checks Social Security Number Tracking They also offer new rental verification and post-employment. This includes identity and immigration status checks, audits and employee monitoring, random drug testing, and risk and compliance checks. Do you have any questions? Call 844-685-8100 for a free case trial.
The harassing company pays our fees. Have you been harmed by false information or errors in your global A-check report? Whether you are hired or promoted often depends on the information learned from an employment background check. A background check can come in many shapes and sizes. It can be as simple
as checking your social security number. It may either include a detailed report of your credit and criminal history, or even information collected from interviews of your friends and neighbors about your character and reputation. Whatever the scope of background checks, the FCRA sets strict standards for how employers
and background check companies obtain consent and conduct background checks, and what they can do with the information they find. If a background check company like A-Check Global does not meet these standards, the FCRA gives you rights. You may have a complaint if a background check error costs you a job
Common Errors in Employee Background Checks: Background Checks are susceptible to errors. Individuals who deal with public and private data about you may make mistakes and computer systems may also not be accurate. Here are some of the most common causes for inaccurate information showing in your
report: Wrong or incomplete data in original documents Typing, archiving, and searching Fails on Duplicate Duplicate Computer System Outdated negative information Identity theft Identity error What are my rights to disclosure and background check consent? A summary of your rights under the FCRA You have the right
to know whether an employer will use information from a background check against you and an employer cannot obtain background check information without your express written consent. A background check company cannot hand over your information to an employer unless the employer makes sure that: (1) it has
clearly and visibly disclosed to you in a separate document that can obtain a background check; (2) you authorized him to obtain background checks; and (3) provide you with prior notice of any adverse action based on any part in the background check report, a copy of the report and a summary of your rights under the
FCRA. What if I receive an adverse action notice from an employer after a background check? If an employer takes adverse action against you by denying you a job based partially or completely on information in a background check report, the employer should give you notice about that fact. The adverse action notice
should include the company's background check contact information and an explanation of your rights to challenge the report. Can criminal convictions appear on my background check after seven years? Yes, but a background check company should take reasonable steps to ensure that your report is as accurate as
possible. The FCRA also places limits on the negative information that a tenant screening report may include. A report cannot list civil actions, sentences, prison records, tax liabilities paid, bills in collection, or most other negative information after 7 years, or bankruptcies after 10 years. You can't list defunct convictions
either. However, criminal or criminal convictions that are recorded and accurate may remain on your background check indefinitely. Can I dispute a false provision in my background check report? If you don't get a job because of information in a background check report, you're entitled to a copy of the report. You also
have the right to challenge the report if it has errors or include information that it should not. If you dispute a report, the background check company should investigate and correct any errors within 30 days. We'll clean up the mistakes and give you the compensation you deserve, i'll let that happen again. It's no cost to
you. Can I process A-Check Global if my background report includes errors? If you lost a job or promotion because an A-Check Global background check report included inaccurate information illegal, you may be able to sue in federal court. If you sue and win, you may be entitled to your actual damages or legal
damages up to $1,000 plus punitive damages, attorneys' fees and costs. Actual Complaints Working people like you who missed job opportunities due to an inaccurate or unfair employment background check report from A-Check Global have already sued the company for FCRA violations. Justia Justia at least 11 federal
civil lawsuits against A-Check, including cases alleging FCRA violations due to improper employment screening reports. For example, on October 21, 2017, a consumer sued A-Check America, Inc. d/b/a A-Check Global in the Federal District court for the Northern District of Georgia for violating the FCRA in connection
with an employment background check and that he lost job opportunities and suffered emotional distress, reputational damage and other damages. The whistleblower claimed that he applied for a job with Delta, subject to a background check. A-Check Global prepared the background check, but failed to use reasonable
procedures to ensure the maximum possible accuracy of the report, as the FCRA requires. According to the whistleblower, A-Check falsely listed a criminal conviction in the whistleblower's report when, in fact, he had never been convicted of a crime. Delta refused to hire him and told him it was due to the information in
the inaccurate background check report. This is just one of FCRA's federal lawsuits filed against A-Check Global. Most of these lawsuits allege that they did not take reasonable steps to verify criminal background information and, as a result, falsely labeled whistleblowers as convicted criminals and made them miss job
opportunities. Some whistleblowers have filed their actions as class action complaints on behalf of themselves and people who are similarly situated. Actual Complaints Listed on the BBB Hello website, I was recently asked to use the Global A-Check located at **** ******* Park Drive ******** California ***** USA for a job
background check before starting a new position. In the near future, I'll start a position in Depew, NY, for my luck. To be cleared to start this new position I had to comply with all the information requested by A-Check Global as they conducted my background check and reported the information to the agency. When I
completed the online background information that was required by A-Check Global, I was asked to provide my employment history, which I had no problem completing. When completing this part, there was a box that said DO NOT CONTACT THIS EMPLOYER at every employer I listed. For some of the employers I
listed in my employment history, I checked this box. In doing so, I asked A-Check not to contact these employers and even noticed at the end of the document that if they needed something of mine in relation to these employers, to contact me and I would be more than happy to provide them with the information they
needed. Well, I came to find out that even though I asked them not to contact these employers, they did and several times because they weren't getting answers from them. They used my information in a way that I asked them not to. They also asked for copies of paystubs and/or W-2 that I was uncomfortable sending,
but didn't feel I had choice because I'm am excited to have been chosen for this new position and wanted to make sure that everything was clean for me to start in this new position. Also, they contacted my references by phone and everyday email without actually giving my references a chance to respond. When I
completed the reference part of the online paperwork, I asked that the references be contacted by email and not by phone in order to give them a chance to respond, but they were contacted by phone and email EVERYDAY. So they sent an email and called each of my references EVERY DAY. They were reluctant to
understand that my references were located at EST and that A-Check Global was working on pst. The time difference I'm sure played a role in delayed your referral to me. I also asked them to allow references to respond to them because my references were busy with their own work and would respond as soon as
possible. Now I'm complete with the process with them, but I'm very nervous about the personal information they have of mine. If they contacted the employers I didn't ask them too, who should say that they won't do something with my personal information that they shouldn't do. I wanted to make sure to talk to someone
about it, just in case in the future I find problems caused by A-Check Global, I have this in writing for someone who can expect to help. This was the worst experience I've ever had with a background check and I'll ask you to use a different company if I need to complete another one. I am very uncomfortable with the
personal information they have mine as it is very confidential and if used incorrectly can cause me a lot of problems. Thank you Contact Information A-Check Global 1501 Research Park Drive Riverside, California 92507 USA Phone: 877-345-2021 Site: ready to assert your FCRA rights? Fired or not hired because of a
global employment background check a-check or A-Check? If so, you're in the right place. ● Our 12-year track record of helping hardworking and regular people, just as you speak for yourself. We have the experience, knowledge and dedication to get the best possible results. ● We help more than 25,000 consumers
recover more than $50 million. ● We work to restore your reputation and get the compensation you deserve. You focus on living your life. ● We care because we know what it's like to lose a job because a faceless company didn't follow the law. ● We will fight hard for you and we will not stop. We are not afraid to face big
powerful companies. That's what we do. ● It won't cost a penny out of your pocket – you don't pay anything until we make money for you. Our mission is to fight for your rights. ✊ If you are ready to assert your and combat ing incorrect information in your background check, we can help you get justice. Fill out our form for
a free case trial, or call 844-685-9200 NOW What our customers are saying Thank You Thank You Very much! God bless you all. I am still very grateful for the blessing of finding it online. I know it's early, but I want to wish everyone in the Lemberg Law a WONDERFUL holiday season! I've had experiences before with
legal teams and I can say without a doubt that the Lemberg Law has certainly earned its reputation the old-fashioned way... being ruthless in representing the best interest of his client.
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